Abstract
Introduction
Object detection has been a major application that has seen tremendous progress with the advent of deep learning. There have been some techniques in object detection [11, 30] that have achieved state of the art accuracy. These advances enable object detection to be widely used for various applications ranging from pedestrian detection for autonomous driving to indoor object detection for robotics applications. One factor that however limits the wide-scale deployment of object detection has been that the models obtained through deep learning are rather large with millions of parameters. It is in this context that research in model compression for object detection is relevant. However, model compression [12, 17] has mostly been researched in the area of object classification. The task of model compression for object detection is more challenging than classification because for classification one relies on the whole image for obtaining the prediction while for detection one need to localize a specific image region that contains the object. Model compression might inaccurately affect specific image regions reducing the object detection performance. In this paper, we show that using a multilayer pruning algorithm it is possible to obtain significant compression of the model while maintaining the accuracy in detection. The proposed method provides us with state of the art results for model compression for object detection.
In this paper, we propose a method for deep learning compression focusing on the Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD). However, it should be noted that the method is general and given a different loss function such as that of classification, the method is still applicable. Further by benchmarking on SSD object detection we can compare our method with other deep model compression techniques that have been proposed for object detection. Our method has the following steps, a sparsity constraint-based training step, a filter selection, and pruning step and finally a retraining step with the resulting selected filters. At the end of the filter selection and pruning step, we observe a drop in accuracy in object detection. However, the retraining step, in the end, ensures that we regain the accuracy in object detection.
Models resulting from our method do not rely on any special hardware/sparse library support. Furthermore, our method is complementary to all other pruning methods such as Binary/Quantized weights, etc.
Through this paper we make the following contributions:
1. We propose an algorithm for multi-layer pruning with sparsity constraint-based training, filter selection and pruning followed by a retraining step for obtaining a reduced set of weights that provide us with accurate object detection.
2. We investigate our methods over various configurations of SSD across major detection benchmarks such as the PASCAL VOC dataset and the German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB). Our algorithm performs well for both these benchmark datasets.
3. We show that this framework is also applicable for object classification. In fact, for the classification task, we obtain a significant reduction of parameters of the order of 125X to 200X. These result in extremely compact models that can be used practically.
Related work
Deep neural networks are often over-parameterized with a large number of redundant parameters. Deep compression exploits these redundancies to reduce the overall model size. Multiple approaches are proposed which fall broadly into the following major categories.
Pruning and parameter sharing: Initial works that have proposed model compression for classification include optimal brain damage [25] and optimal brain surgeon [14] . Recently there have been some works including work on Deep Compression [12] that uses an iterative threshold based pruning and retraining. Other such methods that have proposed variants of pruning for classification include [36, 7, 20, 26] . They vary in the approach they adopt for pruning whether they use a hash function to group weights for pruning [7] or use sparsity constraint [24] . In our method, we adopt a single multi-layer pruning iteration instead of other techniques that advocate iterative layer pruning strategies. Further, an object detection the loss function objective includes a classification loss function and a localization objective function. This necessitates that any pruning adopted should not be biased by the classification objective alone. In classification pruning may not adversely affect the classification objective as the context present in an image may also help in satisfying the objective. This is not the case with detection. Our approach allows for careful pruning that satisfies both the objective functions. Compact Architectures : Another set of ideas advocates use of compact architectures. One such approach is that of using transferred convolutional filters motivated from works by Cohen and Welling [8] , where they use same weights to analyze each part of the image, thereby reducing the number of parameters in the overall model. This approach would be more suited for classes of object detection that have relatively less variance between instances. Objects like people that have high variance cannot be approached using such approaches. Other works [28, 35, 40] focus on methods where they build CNN layer's using multiple base filters. The second set of works look more towards binarization for reducing memory. Binary net [21] , BinaryConnect [9] , XNORNet [34] focus on training CNN's end to end using binary weights. Compact architectures usually exhibit a high drop in accuracy and are not suitable for object detection. Knowledge Distillation: Knowledge distillation was proposed by Cuarna et al. [4, 2] and later explored by Hinton et al. [17] . Recent works in this area by Balan et al. [3] used a parametric student model for a Monte Carlo teacher, which was extended to Net2Net [6] that accelerated the experimentation process by instantaneously transferring the knowledge from a previous network to each new deeper or wider network. Recently, Zagoruyko et al. [39] proposed Attention Transfer (AT). They transferred the attention maps that are summaries of the full activations. While the methods described above makes the model thinner and reduce computational cost, it can be only applied to classification tasks with softmax loss function. Our approach is equally applicable for detection as well as classification tasks with the limited trade-off between accuracy and model size. Object detection: While there is a large body of works on compression of classification based architectures, very few works are done till date on compression of object detection based deep learning models. Most notable are works by Xie et al. [37] which focuses on compressing SSD by using deconvolution to analyze kernels and active neurons, thereby removing inactive neurons and redundant kernels. Alternatively, Chen et al. [5] proposed a trainable framework for multiclass object detection through knowledge distillation via the introduction of weighed cross entropy and teacher bounded regression for knowledge distillation. Finally, in the very recent work Anisimov et al. [1] , focus on eliminating channels by sampling using multiple methods and fine-tuning the resulting model on the given task. In conclusion, works that focus on SSD, concentrate either only a few layers of the SSD architecture or use compact base networks which result in reduced performance. In our work, we focus on compressing original SSD with VGG16 as its base network.
Multi-layer Pruning Framework
In this section, we give a comprehensive description of our pruning approach.
Framework Overview
The core of our pruning framework is based on the principle: "Evaluate the importance of the filters and remove the unimportant ones" in line with previous works [31] .
Let 
Hence, the corresponding weights in W l+1 also need to be removed, which would in turn reduce the size of
In our multilayer pruning framework, we propose architecture such as SSD in multiple phases. In each phase, we target a different set of consecutive layers. First, we introduce sparsity in these layers and prune them aggressively in a single shot. Then, we recover the performance of the model by fine-tuning it. Unlike previous approaches [12, 31, 13] where they either do the pruning layer-wise or iteratively prune the full network, our method prunes a set of consecutive conv layers at a time. Figure 1 shows a schematic of our filter pruning strategy. Given a pre-trained model with parameters Θ and a set of consecutive layers L to be pruned. The entire framework executes in the following steps.
Sparsity induction:
In the first step, we train the model with loss-function with L1-norm resulting in the sparse model Θ L1 . Next, we set all the weights in L with an absolute value smaller than a threshold to zero resulting in the model Θ th L1 . The value of the threshold is chosen based on the performance of Θ th L1 on the validation set. Unlike previous approaches [13] that select layer-wise thresholds, we use a single global threshold for the whole layer set L. This allows us to prune filters in L in a single step. We explain this in detail in Section 3.3.
Filter selection:
To evaluate the importance of a filter in layer l ∈ L, we use filter sparsity statistics of layer l and l + 1 in model Θ th L1 . Unlike previous approaches that use data-driven methods to figure out the importance, we use only weight statistics. The key idea here is to remove all the filters in l that have a large fraction of zero weights in them as well as those filters in l that have a large fraction of zero weights corresponding to them in the filters of the following layer l + 1 as illustrated in Figure 1 . At the end of this step, we obtain a list of filters in layer l that are deemed as re- Figure 1 : Illustration of filter selection and pruning of convolutional filters in our pruning framework. After introducing sparsity in network weights by training with L1 regularization and thresholding, we examine the filter weights W l and W l+1 of two consecutive convolutional layers l and l+1 respectively. Based on sparsity in these weights, we select the filters in W l to be pruned. Note that corresponding weights in W l+1 also get removed. Removing these weights reduces the number of output channels in l-th layer from c l to c l . movable from the model. We repeat step 2 for each layer in L. A more detailed explanation is presented in Section 3.4.
3. Pruning: Filters selected in step 2 for layer l and corresponding weights in layer l + 1 associated with the output of these filters are removed from model Θ L1 . This is repeated for each layer in L sequentially.
4.
Retraining: Finally, we retrain the pruned network using the original loss (without L1 regularization) to recover the performance drop due to sparsity induction in step 1.
Set-wise optimized solution
Instead of finding a layer-wise optimized solution (layerwise thresholding), we are finding the set-wise optimized solution (global thresholding for the whole layer-set) which results in high pruning with less performance drop because it preserves dependency across layers in the layer-set L. y 2 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )} be the training set, where x i and y i are input and target label. The parameters Θ of the original model are optimized to minimize
Sparsity Induction
The form of this cost function depends on the task to be solved by the original network. For instance, we use multibox loss function for SSD. Let L = {l start , . . . , l end } be the set of consecutive layers to be pruned. In order to induce sparsity in parameters of layers in L, we add L1-norm of parameters of these layers to the original cost function and train the network initialised with Θ.
We choose the regularisation factor α such that the performance of the model with new parameters on a validation set D val is close to the original performance, i.e.
Here, 1 is the tolerance constant that allows us to control the degree of sparsity in the parameters of layers in L. P Dval (Θ) is the performance (eg. accuracy, AP etc.) of model with parameters Θ on the validation set D val .
After obtaining Θ L1 , we set all the weights in L with absolute values smaller than a threshold t to zero. This gives us the parameters Θ th L1 . We search for optimal t in a range proportional to standard deviation of weights in L, such that
The constant 2 provides us the additional control on the number of zero weights in L. At this point, our network parameters are ready for filter pruning in layers in L, which is described in next section.
Filter pruning
In this step, we determine filter importance corresponding to layer l ∈ L . This is executed by examining sparsity statistics of W l and W l+1 in Θ th L1 . Let F i ∈ R c l−1 ×k l ×k l be the i-th of c l filters in W l . Note that in the next layer, the output feature map of filter F i is connected to a slice of tensor W l+1 of size c l+1 × 1 × k l+1 × k l+1 , we call this slice of weights G i . Essentially, our filter pruning strategy is to remove the i-th filter if either one of the tensors F i and G i has a very large fraction of zero weights (see Figure 1) . We implement this strategy using three thresholds s F , s F and s G with s F > s F . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , c l }, we evaluate following conditions and remove the i-th if atleast one of them holds true:
1. sparsity statistics in F i is higher than s F 2. sparsity statistics in F i is higher than s F and sparsity statistics in G i is higher than s G .
Intuitively, the first condition selects the filters that have a very high level of sparsity (> s F ). These filters can be safely removed because their output activation maps are very weak. The second condition further selects those filters whose output activations are stronger than those selected by the first condition (s F > sparsity level > s F ) but have an overall low contribution because of high sparsity in the weights connected to them in the next layer (sparsity level > s G ). Our method for computing sparsity statistics is unlike previous works [20] where the method is data-driven and measures sparsity on layers activation (e.g. output of ReLU) rather than its filter weights. To compute the sparsity level, we use the concept of zero row. A row in a filter k l ×k l is considered as a zero row (size 1×k l ) if all elements in the row are zero. Sparsity level is simply the percentage of zero rows in a filter.
Sparsity level(F i ) =
Number of zero rows
Let Θ c be the parameters of the network after filter pruning. We empirically found that taking the values of parameters in Θ c from Θ L1 rather than from Θ th L1 results in im-proved performance. The reason for improved performance is due to the restoration of values of zero weights that did not get pruned. Θ th L1 only serve as a guide for the selection of filters to be pruned. Algorithm 1 describes the full procedure of filter pruning in detail.
Finally, we retrain the pruned network without L1 regularization to restore the performance drop due to sparsity induction.
Experiments
We apply our multilayer pruning framework to compress Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD). We experiment on both smaller and larger variant of SSD, namely SSD300 and SSD512. In our initial experiments on German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB) [18] , we achieved a compression of SSD512 by a factor of 26X. To further test the effectiveness of our multi-layer pruning framework, we run experiments on PASCAL VOC [10] where we compress SSD300 by a factor of 7X. We also compare our pruned SSD models with other existing light-weight SSD variants, in terms of model size and parameters. We perform additional experiments on the COCO object detection set [29] . On COCO, we compress SSD300 by a factor of ∼ 3X with no loss of AP@0.5. Please refer to the appendix for more details on our experiments on COCO.
To test the effectiveness of our method and its task independence across the convolutional neural network, we perform experiments for pruning of image classification architecture namely VGG16 on datasets German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark (GTSRB) [18] and CIFAR10. On CIFAR10, we compress the VGG16 by a factor 125X with 90.5% reduction in flops.
Pruning of SSD on PASCAL VOC
SSD consists of a large number of convolutional layers, where multiple convolutional layers contribute to the detections at various scales. The complex dependency of output detections on convolutional layers makes it challenging to prune. Previous works [37] only attempt to prune the base network of SSD. In our experiments, we prune the full network including the detection layers. However, we observed that pruning the entire network together in a single step massively degrades the performance. Therefore, we apply our multilayer pruning strategy and target the network in chunks of layers in multiple phases.
In our experiments, we use SSD with base network VGG16. For pruning of SSD512, we employ our method in 4 phases: conv1 1 -conv4 3, conv4 3 -conv7, conv7 -conv8 2 and conv8 2 -conv12 2. We also include the conv layers that perform the localization and classification in these groups of layers.
In each phase, we introduce sparsity in the model and prune the filters of conv layers as discussed in Section 3. Number of non-zero parameters in SSD convolutional layers before (blue) and after (orange) different phases of our sparsity induction method on PASCAL VOC dataset. Figure 2 shows the effect of L1 regularization on weight distributions of conv layers in phase 1. Note that the weights have become massively sparse. After thresholding, the number of non-zero parameters in conv layers reduces significantly as shown in Figure 3 . After pruning the filters in four phases, we test two pruned networks on VOC 2007 test set: SSD512-pruned-4det and SSD512-pruned-7det with four and seven detection layers respectively. Starting with 79.52% mAP of the original model, we achieve mAP 75.59% and 77.94% and a reduction of 81.2% and 79.8% in number of parameters with SSD512-pruned4det and SSD512-pruned-7det respectively. This results in 5.4X and 4.9X reduction in model size. Table 1 shows number of filters and performance of original and pruned models on PASCAL VOC.
For SSD300 architecture, we prune the model in 4 phases: conv1 1 -conv4 3, conv4 3 -conv7, conv7 - Table 2 : AP for each class with original SSD and pruned SSD models on VOC2007 test dataset. Training data, 07+12 is the union of the VOC2007 and VOC2012 trainval dataset.
Model AP MParams SqueezeNet1.0 SSD [1, 22] 38.45 7 ResNet10 SSD [1, 15] 64.83 6.7 PVANet SSD [1, 23] 67.69 8.1 MobileNet SSD [1, 19] 70.04 8.8 SSDM 7.5 [1] 73.08 10.1 SSD300-pruned-3det(ours) 72. 15 3.7 SSD300-pruned-6det(ours) 75.07 3.9 SSD512-pruned-4det(ours) 75.59 5.1 SSD512-pruned-7det(ours) 77.94 5.5 Table 3 : Comparison of our pruned SSD models with other existing light-weight variants of SSD on VOC 07 test dataset. conv8 2 and conv8 2 -conv11 2. We test two pruned networks on VOC 2007 test set: SSD300-pruned-3det and SSD300-pruned-6det with three and six detection layers respectively as shown in Table 1 . AP for each class with original SSD and pruned SSD models on VOC2007 test dataset is shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows the comparison of performance and model parameters (in Millions) of our pruned SSD models with other existing light-weight SSD variants. We also compare SSD300-pruned-6det with compressed F-RCNN models of [16] and found that our pruned model has more than 34X lesser parameters than theirs as shown in Table 4 (a).
Baselines
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that compresses all layers of SSD including the base network and the detection layers. Therefore, we have created a baseline to show the efficacy of our method. Our baseline RRF-x-6det is obtained by randomly removing x% filters from all layers of SSD300 up to CONV7. Please refer to 
Ablation study on pruned SSD300
SSD300-pruned-1det and SSD300-pruned-6det have a significant difference in mAP because PASCAL VOC dataset has high variation in object size. It is clear from Table 5 , that at least three detection layers are required for a decent mAP. Please note that our pruned models have very fewer parameters in 4 th , 5 th and 6 th detection layer but play a significant role in detecting larger objects. Table 5 : Ablation study on pruned SSD300 detection layers on PASCAL VOC07. 
Pruning of SSD on GTSDB
We first trained SSD300 and SSD512 on GTSDB and obtained 38.96% and 82.44% mAP on test set respectively. The reason for the considerable difference between the performance of SSD300 and SSD512 is because the bounding boxes in GTSDB are very small on average. We only used SSD512 for our pruning experiments. For SSD512, we use the same set of layers in each phase as mentioned for the VOC 07+12 dataset in Section 4.1. Figure 4 shows the number of non-zero parameters in convolutional layers after sparsity induction in first two phases. We observed that most of the parameters in layers after conv4 3 become zero (see Figure 4 ). For instance, in conv7 only 3 out of 1M remain non-zero after thresholding. This is expected as only the early layers in SSD are responsible for detecting of smaller objects. We prune the layers in the first phase and remove all layers after conv4 3 because of the extremely high sparsity. The resulting model SSD512-pruned-1det which has only one detection layer is 26X smaller than the original model. Table 6 shows the layer-wise pruning results. Table 7 shows performance and model size of original SSD and SSD512-pruned-1det.
Pruning of VGG16 on CIFAR10 and GTSRB
Unlike SSD, VGG16 also has fully connected layers in addition to convolutional layers. We prune the network in two phases. We prune all the convolutional layers in the first phase and the second phase we prune all the fully connected layers. In each phase, we first introduce sparsity in parameters and then prune them as discussed in Section 3. For pruning of fully connected layers, we follow Pan et al. [33] , where we remove a neuron from a layer if either of the following two conditions is true: Table 9 : Comparison of our pruned model (VGG16-Pruned) with [27, 32] on CIFAR10 dataset. [27] * prunes a slightly modified version of VGG16 described in [38] .
1. all incoming connections' weights are zero 2. all outgoing connections' weights are zero Figure 5 shows the number of non-zero parameters in conv layers after sparsity induction. On CIFAR10, our compressed model is 125X smaller than the original model. Table 8 shows the layer-wise pruning results and performance of pruned models on CIFAR10 and GTSRB dataset. Table 9 shows the comparison of our method with the weight sum method by Li et al. [27] and the method by Neklyudov et al. [32] . Our method prunes 99.2% of parameters on CIFAR10, significantly larger than 64.0% pruned by the weight sum method. Furthermore, our method reduces the FLOPs by 90.5% compared to 34.2% pruned by the weight sum method.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a Multi-layer pruning method. The main idea is to induce sparsity in a first procedure by modifying the training loss function. The second step prunes filter that after being trained with the sparsityinducing loss-function are zero or nearly zero. This reduced architecture when retrained is observed to provide accurate results for both object detection and classification. Through this method, we have obtained state of the art results for deep model compression for object detection using SSD based object detection on real-world standard benchmark datasets. In the future, we would be interested in exploring this approach for other visual recognition methods and further evaluate other related loss functions that can aid pruning of the filters.
